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Jens Blauert esitelmöi äänenlaadusta 12.9.2006 

Akustinen Seura järjestää tiistaina 12.9.2006 esitelmäillan, johon professori Jens Blauert on kutsuttu 
puhumaan aiheesta ‘Sound Quality’. Esitelmä pidetään Tieteiden talolla (Kirkkokatu 6, 00170 HKI) 
salissa 505. Esitelmä alkaa klo 18. Jens Blauertin esittely löytyy seuraavalta sivulta. 
Tilaisuus on maksuton. Tervetuloa. 
 

Sound-Quality: Basic Consideration and Steps Towards a Unified Concept 
In the last two decades, noise quality and/or sound quality have become hot items of 
discussion in acoustics. After an introduction to this topic, it is dealt with the "character" of 
sound and with different concepts of sound quality, namely, "product-sound quality", 
"sound quality as such" and "sound-transmission quality". A system-oriented approach 
toward sound- quality evaluation is then introduced - with the aim of making sound-quality 
engineers aware of the various components and processes involved in the formation of 
sound quality. Awareness of these components and processes is thought to be a 
necessary foundation of proper sound-quality evaluation. Special effort is put into an 
attempt to discuss the different aspects of sound quality in a concerted way, such as to 
show that the general procedure during which sound quality is formed is relatively 
invariant across specific applications. What actually requires adaptation to specific 
applications and users, is the character of the references. 
 

AES Konferenssi Saariselällä 15.-17.3.2007 

Järjestyksessään 30. AES:n konferenssi pidetään 15.-17.3.2006 Saariselällä. Konferenssin teemana 
on tällä kertaa Intelligent Audio Environments.  Valmiiden papereiden viimeinen jättöpäivä on 
24.10.2006, joten hyvin ehtii vielä mukaan. Ajankohtaisimmat tiedot tapahtumasta löytyvät 
konferenssin verkkosivuilta osoitteesta: http://www.aes.fi/aes30/ 

 
    
    Mukavaa loppukesää! 
    terveisin, 
    Miikka Tikander, sihteeri 
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Jens Blauert 

Jens Blauert was born in 1938. He studied 
communication engineering at Aachen, where he re-
ceived a Doctor-of-Engineering degree in 1969. In 
1973, he delivered an inaugural dissertation to the 
Technical University of Berlin (habilitation) and in 
1994 he was awarded an honorary Dr. technices 
degree by the University of Aalborg (DK). Since 
1974 he held a chair in electrical engineering and 
acoustics at the Institute of Communication 
Acoustics of the Ruhr-Universität at Bochum, where 
he gained the status of Professor emeritus in 2003. 
He is a professional acoustical consultant, chartered 
in the state of North-Rhine Westphalia. His major 
scientific fields of interest are binaural technology, 
models of binaural hearing, architectural acoustic, 
noise engineering, product-sound design, speech 
technology, virtual environments and telepresence. 

 
The author/coauthor of more than 140 papers and monographies, Prof. Blauert, has been awarded 
several patents. A former chairman of the ITG committee on electroacoustics, dean of the Faculty of 
Electrical Engineering & Information Technologies at Bochum, senator of the Ruhr-Universität, 
chairman of the board of the European Acoustics Association, EAA, president of the German 
Acoustical Society, DEGA, associate board member of the ICA, member of the Environmental-
Protection Council of the State of North-Rhine Westphalia, member and co-founder of the European 
Speech Communication Association, now ISCA, he is a board member to the sections NALS (noise 
and vibration) and AEF (symbols and units) of the German Standard Association, DIN. He also is a 
co-founder of NALS and the German Acoustical Society, DEGA, further a honorary member of the 
German audiological society, DGA, and the Polish acoustical society, PAS, and a member of further 
technical and scientific committees and societies. Prof. Blauert holds various scientific medals and 
awards and has been elected fellow of ASA, IEEE, IoA and AES. Currently, he is vice-president of 
the German Acoustical Society, DEGA. 
 


